


Introduction
It is a fact that today more manufacturers are using content 
marketing for increasing awareness (branding), lead generation 
and growing sales. The Content Marketing Institute found that 
86% of manufacturers in North America use content marketing 
(Source: 2018 Manufacturing Content Marketing Trends—North 
America). 

Your target audience of engineers and technical professionals 
are in self-select and self-serve mode. They want to learn as 
much about you and your solutions on their own before they’ll 
engage with your sales team. Industrial content marketing 
aligns perfectly with how today’s self-educating buyers want to 
interact with their suppliers.

However, there are many challenges to effectively using content 
marketing for generating qualified leads and nurturing them into 
sales opportunities.

This white paper will provide you a good overview of industrial 
content marketing and answer some of the questions that you 
may have. It is based on my 30+ years of hands-on experience 
working with manufacturers and engineering companies. 

—Achinta Mitra 
Founder/President 
Tiecas, Inc.
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Marketing challenges faced 
by industrial companies
Most SMBs are family owned and operated companies. The 
person at the top built the business by building relationships 
using his/her personal contacts. In the past, these firms have 
relied on adding more sales people to increase sales. 

That used to work, but now their sales teams are having a very 
difficult time getting in front of their audience, be it face time or 
on the phone. 

To illustrate the problem, here are a few direct quotes from my 
conversations with clients.

 » “We’re using a lead generation company (telemarketing 
firm) right now that charges too much and delivers 
too little. They do not understand industrial sales, and 
although they are talented and good at penetrating 
accounts, many of the set appointments do not answer 
the phone or even keep their appointments.”

 » “I have been doing the conventional style of marketing i.e. 
making cold calls, face-time with clients. After all such 
interactions, I was simply told to mail the information 
regarding our product, company credentials etc. I have 
met 100+ people and so far, only a few have responded.”

 » “We know who we want to target and companies that are 
a good fit for our applications. Our problem is we can’t 
identify the right decision-makers at these firms and when 
we can, we don’t know how to get in front of them.”

 » “Our sales people are very good at qualifying new 
prospects. Within five minutes of speaking with someone, 
they can tell if it is a good opportunity or not. The problem 
is we don’t have enough of these conversations.”

 » “I’m willing and able to jump on a plane to go meet with 
someone. I can’t get enough people to respond to my 
emails for me to go visit with them.”

I could give you dozens more of similar comments, but I think 
you get the picture – marketing to engineers and technical 
professionals is a big challenge.



Conventional prospecting is 
not effective in complex 
industrial sales
Buyer behavior has driven a fundamental change in how 
they interact with your salespeople, which means you need 
to change your strategies and tactics to engage with them. 
Continuing to do things as you used to will lead to wasted time 
and money with very little to show for your efforts.

Today’s industrial buyers are in self-serve and 
self-select mode, making them virtually invisible 
and hard to reach. They don’t need or want to talk 
to your sales people to get product information. 
Your buyers will interact with your sales team only 
when they are ready.

According to the research done by IEEE GlobalSpec, the 
industrial buy cycle is a continuous 12-week* process 
that is constantly repeating, which is always bringing new 
opportunities. This means that you need to be visible to 
your target audience of engineers and related professionals 
consistently, via the channels that they use which is 
predominantly online or digital now. This has created self-
educating buyers.

(* 20% of engineers report buying cycles of four weeks or less, and 14% of 20 
weeks or more.)

 » 67% of the buyer’s journey is now done digitally. (Source: 
Sirius Decisions)

 » In 2007, it took an average of 3.68 cold calls to reach 
a prospect. Today, it takes 8 call attempts. (Source: 
TeleNet and Ovation Sales Group)

 » 82% of B2B decision-makers think sales reps are 
unprepared. (Biznology)

Key takeaway: The buyer is in control of a large portion of their 
buying journey. The old adage “Buyer Beware” has been turned 
on its head to “Seller Beware.”

Today’s digital savvy, but time-challenged industrial customers 
are under intense pressure to achieve more with less. They have 
minimal desire to meet with “solution-pushing hawkers” (aka 
salespeople) until they’re ready to select a vendor.

This doesn’t mean salespeople are dead and/or are not needed 
anymore. However, they do need to adjust their mindset and 
game plans from cold calling to informed calling. You need a 
more blended approach with industrial content marketing.

Engineers spend 8.3 Hours/week 
consuming engineering content. Of 
those 8.3 hours per week, 7.1 hours, or 
86% is digital.
(Source: engineering.com)
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What is content marketing?
Here is the generally accepted and the official definition from 
the Content Marketing Institute.

“Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating 
and distributing valuable, relevant and consistent content 
to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience – with 
the objective of driving profitable customer action.”

The end of that definition in bold is extremely important to 
understand. There is a big difference between content creation 
and content marketing. In short, just publishing content for the 
sake of creating content will not help you move the needle.

Content marketing is not just a buzz-worthy trend today but an 
effective industrial marketing strategy that fully satisfies the 
self-serve and self-select mode of your customers. 

What are the goals of 
industrial marketing?
It should come as no surprise to you that everyone wants more 
leads. Ah, but there is a difference between acquiring customers 
versus demand generation. I find more and more industrial 
companies becoming aware of this important difference. The 
focus is shifting from just quantity of leads to quality of leads 
needed to accelerate pipelines. More on this a little later in this 
white paper. 

Let’s look at how industrial content marketing can help you 
generate high quality leads that turn into sales opportunities.
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Inbound marketing delivers 54% more leads 
into the marketing funnel than traditional 
outbound marketing.
(Source: State of Inbound 2017, HubSpot)
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Your competition is using 
industrial content marketing
An overwhelming majority (86%) of manufacturers in North 
America are using content marketing according to the 2018 
Manufacturing Content Marketing research report published by 
the Content Marketing Institute and MarketingProfs. 

The same report also found that the average percentage of 
total marketing budget that manufacturing marketers spend on 
content marketing is 22% and 38% of respondents expect their 
content marketing budget to increase in the next 12 months.

Engineering marketers reported that their budget growth overall 
is healthy. 2.5X more engineering marketers reported that their 
budgets were growing. (Source: Engineering Marketers’ 2017 
Spending Plans, engineering.com).

However, only 42% of manufacturers can show how it has 
increased sales and 21% can prove that it decreased the cost of 
customer acquisition. Challenges remain in proving ROI and/or 
ROMI (Return on Marketing Investment). 



Content marketing builds 
stronger relationships based 
on trust
If you asked any successful salesperson, she or he will tell 
you that trust is the ultimate currency in sales. They’ll also tell 
you that trust must to be earned. That is exactly what digital 
marketing with content will do for you. 

Engineers view content from other SMEs (Subject Matter 
Experts) and their peers as more trustworthy. One engineer to 
another is a very effective and powerful strategy for earning 
their trust.

To engage with this audience, your content must be specific to 
their needs, technically accurate, provide proof of concept and 
address their “fear of failure” concerns by providing validation 
for your claims and results.

Bring your SMEs to the forefront and 
let Marketing be in the background. 
Content published by SMEs (even if 
Marketing ghostwrites the content) will 
create true differentiation when there’s 

parity in Value Propositions by highlighting your technical 
experience and expertise, something that your competition can’t 
easily copy.

How to reach hidden 
stakeholders and gurus

The reality is that a committee 
of stakeholders usually makes 
the decision to buy big-ticket 
industrial equipment. Some of 
these stakeholders may never 
visit your website or interact 
directly with your sales team. 

These hidden “gurus” can throw a monkey wrench into what 
seemed like a sure sale for you. 

To overcome this problem, think of creating “champion 
content.” Champion content is provided to early stage 
information gatherers who are interested in your solution but 
must navigate his/her own organization to help advance 
the deal. 

The strategy is to convert them into internal evangelists for you. 
They will carry your message and sell your solution internally 
to gurus and other invisible stakeholders. Establish a trusting 
relationship with your evangelists to uncover hidden push-backs 
and objections.
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Build equity and lower cost 
per lead 
Think of the cost of digital marketing as an investment and 
not merely an expense. With industrial content marketing, 
once you’ve built your audience, you own it and it continues to 
generate leads. You no longer have to pay rent to media to drive 
traffic to your site. 

This is similar to buying a home where you build equity over 
time versus renting a place where you keep paying for its use.

With today’s Marketing Automation capabilities, there are 
significant cost savings over adding more sales people.

A word of caution, don’t sacrifice quality of leads just to drive 
down the cost per lead. A prime example is an email blast sent 
to a rented or bought mailing list.

Using inbound tactics 
saves an average of 13% 
in overall cost per lead
(Source: State of Inbound 2017, HubSpot)

Source: Eloqua & Kapost
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Use content marketing to 
influence younger engineers
It is important to understand the age difference among 
engineers and how they consume content during the buy cycle. 
Younger engineers, those under 35 years, visit more than 20 
websites each week for work-related purposes. Their preferred 
mode of communication is digital.

Even though these younger technical professionals may not 
have the final buying authority, they play a very strong role in 
influencing the buying decision. This is because they are usually 
tasked with researching and gathering information on suppliers 
and products in the early phases of the buying journey. 62% of 
engineers don’t contact a vendor until after Needs Awareness 
and Research phases—the first two stages of the industrial buy 
cycle. (Source: IEEE GlobalSpec).

Unless you win the mindshare of these younger engineers, 
you may not make the shortlist of vendors. This is especially 
important for manufacturers of industrial components that 
must be “designed in.” 

Create champion content for these younger engineers to use in 
influencing senior stakeholders who have buying authority. 

Start building relationships with these younger engineers who 
some day will assume senior level management positions.
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Everybody wants leads, not 
all leads are created equal
Just generating more leads is not the answer. The key to 
success is figuring out the minimum quantity of high quality 
leads needed to keep your pipeline active. Scale up from 
there to increase wins and sales.

Marketing must qualify and nurture Marketing Qualified 
Leads (MQLs) from free downloads until they become Sales 
Qualified Leads (SQLs) before handing off to sales to take 
follow up action.

Sales must provide feedback to Marketing to refine and 
modify lead scoring rules and lead definitions.

Marketing cannot create content for the sake of content 
marketing, it has to lead to conversations for Sales. In short, it 
all starts with a clear definition of a qualified lead.

Marketing needs to help sales teams create a deeper 
engagement with content marketing. Sales can’t do it all by 
themselves anymore because the buyer is in control for a 
larger portion of the sales process. A blended approach with 
Sales and Marketing working together is what is needed. 
Sounds easy in theory but this close alignment is hard to pull 
off in the real world.
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Content marketing’s goals 
are misunderstood and 
misaligned
In 2017, the Content Marketing Institute reported that 80% 
of manufacturing marketers rated themselves as “Not At All 
Successful” to “Moderately Successful” with content marketing.

There is a serious disconnect because manufacturers are 
increasing their marketing spends but getting less in return. 
Why is that? Here are my thoughts:

 » Industrial content marketing is not a new form of 
SEO: Most of these industrial companies develop their 
entire content marketing strategy with one goal in mind 
– getting found in Google and other search engines. 
In other words, the entire focus is on Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO). Assuming they do a bang up job with 
their SEO and achieve high rankings, their content still 
fails to convert visitors into qualified leads. There is a 
big difference between discovery optimization (SEO) and 
conversion optimization (CRO). It takes a lot of hard work 
and time to go from awareness to conversions.

 » Unrealistic expectations from content marketing: 
Here’s a complaint I hear often, “We’ve been publishing 
optimized blog posts and we have good content on our 

website but we are not getting too many good quality 
leads.” Get real here, an engineer or a technical buyer 
is not going to contact your sales team right after 
reading one of your blog posts. Your content marketing 
must earn their trust and differentiate you from the 
competition for visitors to make that call.

 » Little thought given to content distribution: Don’t expect 
your traffic to increase exponentially just because you’ve 
done on-page SEO. You are likely to be disappointed if 
you rely 100% on your own website or blog to get your 
content discovered. I call this the “Post & Pray” strategy 
which in my experience doesn’t work very well.

 » Inward focus with product-centric content: I accept 
the fact that at the end of the day, you do have to sell 
your products and services. By leading with product-
centric content, you fail to address the “WHY”—why 
should someone buy from you? Just saying “we have 
exceptional customer service” is not going to do it. 
You need to provide proof of concept and validate 
your claims.
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Final thoughts
 » Spend the time up front to plan your strategy before 

implementing any marketing tactics.

 » Don’t focus your content marketing strategy only on SEO, 
search engines don’t convert into customers, people 
do. Create content for your audience and let the search 
engines follow.

 » Effective industrial content marketing is much more than 
just copywriting or clever wordsmithing. Work with your 
SMEs and bring them to the forefront.

 » Provide content that is technically accurate, specific to 
engineers’ problems or applications and present it in a 
logical manner.

 » Marketing needs to help sales teams create a deeper 
engagement with customer-centric content marketing. 
Product-centric content can’t address the various needs 
of multiple stakeholders.

 » Industrial content marketing is a process that takes time 
to gel before it can produce measurable and sustainable 
results. It is not a quick fix for slow sales.

 » Track and measure everything. Refine strategies and 
tactics based on hard data and not gut feel.

About
Tiecas, Inc. is a Houston-based industrial marketing and 
consulting company that has been in business since 1987. 
Our 30+ years of hands-on experience in industrial marketing 
has given us a keen understanding of industrial buyers – your 
customers.

Our founder, Achinta Mitra is a Mechanical Engineer with an 
MBA in Marketing. That’s why he calls himself a marketing 
engineer.

We practice what we preach, Achinta has published nearly 300 
articles on industrial marketing on our blog.

Contact info: 
Website: www.tiecas.com 
Phone: 281.969.7514 
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/achintamitra 
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